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Tightly integrating RESQML with reservoir modelling
It would be useful if RESQML, the data exchange standard for reservoir data, could be integrated tightly within reservoir
modelling software itself. Soumik Dutta and his team from Emerson shares an approach for how to do it
By Soumik Dutta, product specialist and a team lead for the Emerson E&P software group
The upstream oil and gas exploration and
production life cycle, from seismic data
processing to production optimization, is
extensive.
Operations performed at each stage of the
workflow are unique, and need to be carefully integrated with the next step in order
to obtain a meaningful result. A compromise at any stage can cost the operating company billions of dollars.
Reservoir modelling stands at the very core
of this value chain – it reads information
gathered from different sources (seismic,
well and field data, to name a few), creates
a logical model, and transmits the model
further down the workflow for reservoir
simulation and reservoir performance
management.
The data (both raw and processed/interpreted) currently comes from multiple
sources in different formats. As an example, well data alone can be in LAS,
DLIS, JSON or another format. The formats are not easily transferrable, and the
transfer can take a lot of time.
Geoscientists have to spend weeks and
sometimes months accumulating data from
different sources (e.g. seismic data from
the geophysicist, well data from the petrophysicist and field cultural data from the
geomatician ) and create a master project
to perform reservoir modelling.
In addition, applications in any given domain may be tailored exclusively to that

Figure 1. A typical data exchange workflow includes multiple iterations, which must be performed every time new
data is acquired or interpreted. These increase both the duration of the project and the workload of the geoscientist.

domain, and be incompatible with other
applications developed by third- party
vendors. The result is that users are prevented from using the best applications for
their needs.
The applications usually have a huge
source code base which is not easy to
maintain and needs extensive testing. Adding an interoperability feature on top of it
may create additional complications.
Another important criterion is scalability,
so that the software can be easily deployed
as a web application or easily handshake
with other tools in the end-to-end workflow.

Plugin integration solution
Emerson had a project to develop a plugin integration solution that could talk
to the ‘existing developed code library’
(developed using C++) which already
understands RESQML and can translate it
back to a reservoir modelling tool and vice
versa.
This will ultimately result in a seamless
data handshake across applications with
less iterations and no loss of data.
Multiple approaches were considered and
evaluated based on ease of deployment,
minimum or no impact on the source code
base of the reservoir modelling tool, and
scalability.
The main application is a reservoir modelling tool written in C++ with a huge code
base developed over the past three decades.
An existing plugin framework is available,
with APIs available in both Python and
C++ as add-ons.
The obvious choice is to use the existing plug-in framework to develop the
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RESQML solution. However, considering
that the users are mostly geoscientists,
using C++ APIs is not considered a good
idea.
Also, dependency on the source code base
is unacceptable from an architectural point
of view, and it would considerably increase
the overhead on code maintenance.
Since Python APIs are currently in wide
use by customers, introducing another set
at this point is meaningless.

Python wrapper
The optimal solution is to generate a Python wrapper over the existing Python API
and use the existing developed code.
During data import, the Python wrappers
will communicate with the existing code,
read the data and map it to the reservoir
modelling tool.
During export, the Python wrappers will
fetch the data from the modelling tool and
map them to the existing code, thereby
writing them back as RESQML data.
The job of the Python wrappers in this process is to convert the data returned by C++
into an array of numbers, establish connection with the developed code and send
metadata for the graphical user interface
(GUI).

How it works
When a user needs to transfer data from
one software package to another within a
single vendor or across vendors, all they
need to do is ensure the source and target
are both RESQML V2.0 enabled.
As part of the exchange, two files are created – one .EPC file and the other .h5 file.
The .EPC file is the equivalent of a zipped

Subsurface
file containing XML files. The .h5 file
contains the bulk data of the objects such
as coordinates and property values, in the
form of data tables.
Software that supports RESQML V2.0 can
write as well as read the standard format.
This will ultimately improve workflow
flexibility and will also enable selective
data transfer, using only the one which is
newly acquired or updated.

Figure 2: Flowchart explaining the solution developed
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Figure 3: A schematic diagram showing the data exchange across applications or data repositories using the
RESQML data format.
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